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9:00am - 5:00pm   Fee: $850 
Includes kit & manual

UPCOMING DATES
January 28 - South 
February 27 - North 

April 6 - South 
May 19/20 (PM) - South 

July 12 - South

Be the First in your Area to Become a Certified  
Lacquer Brow Lamination Artist! 

Brow Lamination is the hottest new trend in eyebrows and it’s making 
some serious waves in the beauty industry! This service creates the look of 
full, fluffy brows in one simple appointment by realigning the directional 
hair growth & enhancing the brow shape. The results are GORGEOUS and  
visible right away, providing instant gratification which you and your  
clients will love. The lamination effect lasts up to 8 weeks - which means 
that it’s the perfect service for beauty professionals because it has a short 
learning curve and promotes a cyclical returning customer base!

WHAT IS  
BROW LAMINATION
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As the popularity of brow lamination quickly grew, so did the need for specialized 
brow lamination products. Due to a lack of availability of custom formulated 
lamination products and the absence of proper training, many artists were  
resorting to using “lash lift serums” to perm the brow hair. Although all perms 
operate using the same basic principles of realigning disulphide bonds,  
traditional perm and lift formulations vary greatly in terms of ingredients and pH 
levels. Through research, experimentation and experience with both alkaline and 
acid formulations along many spectrums of the pH scale, we found that many 
lash lift serums were much too strong and harsh to be used on delicate brow hair 
and sensitive facial skin - often resulting in inconsistent strengths, processing 
times, and even damage to brow hair, irritation on the skin and unsatisfactory 
results because lash lift products were never meant to be used on brow hair and surrounding sensitive facial skin. 

The LACQUER BROW LAMINATION SYSTEM sets you up for success  
including a complete tool kit which includes everything you need to get 
started!

You will receive a tool kit filled with LACQUER’s custom formulations of 
brow & skin cleanser, the LACQUER signature 3 step lamination system 
(LIFT, LAMINATE, SET), as well as brow conditioning serums and all of the 
necessary procedural items from brow wrap, to spoolies and everything in 
between so you can get started with performing procedures right away! This 
kit is a phenomenal value and includes enough product to perform up to 
40 client procedures.

Kit included $395 value
MADE IN CANADA

Earn up to $5000 revenue!
Suggested Service Charge: $75-$150

WHAT MAKES LAQUER BROW  
LAMINATION DIFFERENT?

WHAT DOES THE LACQUER 
BROW LAMINATION KIT INCLUDE?


